
Blue Gold Truck & Equipment Cleaner & Degreaser exhibits a unique 
chemical essay and proven cleaning performance. This product 
meets EPA Safer Choice Direct Release criteria, which makes 
it the perfect product choice for locations without wash racks 
to capture wash water. Blue Gold has impressive oil separation 
properties which benefits industries with oil water separators 
by improving their effluent discharge and greatly improving 
separator equipment performance. This product also reduces 
and sometimes eliminates filter problems due to emulsified oil 
and grease. Blue Gold is designed to remove heavy road film, 
bugs, grease, oil and diesel smoke film from trucks, cars, boats, 
heavy equipment, engines, fork lifts, cranes, tractors, parts and 
tools. Blue Gold is safe on automotive and equipment paints.

TRUCK & EQUIPMENT CLEANER & DEGREASER
BLUE GOLD
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EPA/Safer Choice recognition does not constitute endorsement of this product. The 
Safer Choice label signifies that the product’s formula, as Industrial Chemical Solutions 
has represented it to the EPA, contains ingredients with more positive human health 
and environmental characteristics than conventional products of the same type. EPA/
Safer Choice relies solely on Industrial Chemical Solutions, its integrity and good faith, 
for information on the product’s composition, ingredients and attributes. EPA/Safer 
Choice has not independently identified, that is, via chemical analysis, the ingredients 
in the product formula, nor evaluated any of Industrial Chemical Solutions non-
ingredient claims. EPA/Safer Choice provides its evaluation only as to the product’s 
human health and environmental characteristics, as specified in the Safer Choice 
Standard and based on currently available information and scientific understanding.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Keep container closed 
when not in use. Store 
in a cool, dry place. 
Do NOT allow product 
to freeze. If freezing 
occurs, stir gently to 
reconstitute. Dispose of 
container in accordance 
with all federal, state 
and local regulations. 
Read label for general 
warnings, cautions and 
usage information.

TECHNICAL DATA
Form Liquid

Fragrance No added fragrance

Color Blue

Wetting Ability Excellent

Foaming Excellent

Cold Stability 32oF

Flashpoint None

Solubility in Water Complete

pH ≤ 11.5

Weight per Gallon 8.8 lbs/gal

Specific Gravity 1.06

Storage Stability 1 year

Biodegradability Readily biodegradable

DIRECTIONS
For general cleaning and degreasing, dilute 1:10 with water. Spray on 
surface to be cleaned using a pump-up sprayer. Allow to soak for a few 
minutes then rinse with high-pressure hose or hot water, high-pressure 
washer. Blue Gold Truck & Equipment Cleaner & Degreaser makes an 
excellent brush wash for all types of cars, trucks, big rigs, boats and 
equipment. Use Blue Gold Truck & Equipment Cleaner & Degreaser 
through a hot or cold high-pressure washer at 2 to 4 oz. of product per 
gallon of water discharged for large, time-sensitive jobs.
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